HOW TO USE
GLITTER KISS
AND GILDING
POLISH

The techniques are the same for both products but have different looks. Glitter Kiss adds all the glam of
glitter without the flaky mess! Gilding polish looks like a pearly coating of metal!
Products:
Glitter Kiss (16 colors available)
Gilding Polish (25 colors available)
Embossing Folders (any will work, but 3D folders are especially nice)
Wooden embellishments

Before using, you must prime the
sponge applicator. Pop it out of
the lid with two thumbs as you
hold the jar securely in two
hands. Collect some product on
the sponge and pounce it into the
sponge either on the inside of the
lid itself or on wax paper. Note:
You are NOT loading A LOT of
product on or into the sponge.
(Wash sponge and let dry after
done for the day.)

1) Emboss a piece of cardstock. If using
a 3D embossing folder, be aware that
your “sandwich” of plates is different
than a traditional embossing folder.
Refer to directions for your machine
and NEVER force it. If too tight one
way and too loose another, use the
loose sandwich and add cardboard
for shims.
2) Load the applicator by pulling the
product toward the rim of the jar
several times, scraping the edge as
though you were trying to get the
product off the sponge. When ready
to use, the sponge surface should be
smooth, with very little product on it
and no globs on the sides.

3) Working from side to side, gently glide the applicator across the embossed cardstock grazing the
raised portions. Reload the sponge again and again sparingly as soon as it seems nothing is coming off
onto the project. It may not look like you got much product applied, but DO NOT try to apply with more
force. Instead, turn the cardstock 90 degrees and apply again from a different angle. Repeat until you
have come at it from all four directions, catching a different part of the embossing each time you turn
the paper. There is no need to wait to add each layer as the product dries very quickly.
4) Cut to desired size, mat on contrasting cardstocks and adhere to card, scrapbook page, mini album
cover, decorative box lid, etc. Add words or embellishments as desired.

ADDITIONAL TECHNIQUES:

1) Use Glitter Kiss or Gilding Polish to color wood embellishments or die cut cardstock. No need to
be gentle. Simply place the item to be colored on a piece of copy paper (trash paper) and
pounce until desired coating is achieved. See the word “Happy” in below photo.
2) Use a combination of the same gliding light touch technique and the pouncing method to apply
through a stencil. Gain practice using a stencil that has fairly large openings and not one that
would be considered delicate. Wash stencil immediately.
3) Apply to a rubber stamp, then stamp image on cardstock. The use of a stamping platform and
several light coats may produce best results. Wash stamp immediately.
4) Apply only to the edges of cardstock, much as we do with ink or chalk, for a border effect. See
the little frame containing the word “Happy” in the photo below.

5) Try using a layer of Glitter Kiss over
the top of a layer of Gilding Polish.
See below where we Gilded Ocean
Teal first and then Glitter Kissed a
little Silver over the top of some of
the design.

